
Luis Chota

Software Engineer luisftime@gmail.com
linkedin/luischota

SKILLS

Programming Languages: JavaScript, TypeScript, Python, Java

Frameworks: Angular, Vue.js, Django, Express

Databases: PostgreSQL, SQL Server, MySQL, MongoDB

Others: CSS, Bootstrap, Tailwind CSS, ES6, Git

ABOUT ME

Hi, I'm Luis, a dedicated Full Stack Web Developer with +2 years of experience in crafting and maintaining
robust web applications. My core expertise lies in front-end development, backed by strong skills in
Angular, TypeScript, JavaScript, Express, RxJS, CSS, Tailwind CSS.

I am recognized for my assertive communication skills and my ability to thrive in team settings.
Commitment to excellence is my mantra, with a keen eye for detail ensuring the quality of my projects. I
am driven by a passion for creating solutions that add value and enhance user experiences. Continuously
seeking opportunities to learn and acquire new skills, I am eager to contribute and grow in dynamic and
innovative environments.

WORK HISTORY

Tekton June 2022 - Present
Software Engineer

Project: YEVO (Finance App for entrepreneurs)

As a key member of the engineering team, I focused on both development and maintenance aspects of the
Finance App, leveraging agile methodologies and integrating various endpoints and technologies to
enhance functionality and user experience.

● Development of reusable Angular components for code efficiency and maintainability.
● Advanced use of RxJS for state management and handling asynchronous events.
● Creation of custom Angular pipes for specific data transformations.
● Implementation of routing and navigation to enhance user experience.
● Managing application state with Angular services.
● Optimizing Angular application performance and managing lazy loading of modules.
● Developed and modified endpoints across various artifacts using Spring Boot.
● Managed SQL Server database operations to implement new features.
● Utilized ETL tools for efficient mass data loading into the database.
● Created Azure functions and integrated them with Spring Boot for task management using CRON

jobs.

mailto:luisftime@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/luischota/
https://yevo.pe/


EDUCATION

● Systems and Informatics Engineering - Universidad Tecnológica de Perú
● Intensive Full-stack Web Development Education Program (full-time, 6 months) - Codeable.


